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“I don’t know why everybody isn’t
talking about this. Everybody,
everywhere, is single-mindedly focused
on the achievement gap, and nobody is
spending any time talking about what
potentially could be one of the biggest
underliers of why we have one.”
–Gail McGee, Houston Independent School District
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PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHING is a profession in tran-

sition. Already the largest occupation in the United States, it is
expanding faster than the nation’s student population. Teachers of
color are entering the profession at twice the rate of white teachers, reversing an exodus after civil rights victories opened many
other doors to African Americans. And women are again entering the profession in greater numbers after years of bypassing the
field for other opportunities.1
But what may be most significant—to students, schools, and the nation—is that teachers
today are younger and markedly less experienced
than a generation ago.2 Experts consider teachers
with five or fewer years of experience to be still
learning their craft.3 By the end of the last decade,
more than a quarter of the nation’s 3.2 million
teachers were in that category, compared to only
about 17 percent in the late 1980s. Back then, the
most common teacher in America was a 15-year
veteran; two decades later, she was a first-year neophyte.4 “The flow of new teachers,” says Richard
Ingersoll, a professor at the University of Pennsylvania’s Graduate School of Education who studies
teacher trends, “has become a flood.”5
Although the recent recession pushed back the
tide somewhat, and has likely raised the level of
experience, the sheer number of novices in public school teaching has serious financial, structural,
and educational consequences for public education—straining budgets, disrupting school cultures

and, most significantly, depressing student achievement. Yet there has been scant discussion of the
phenomenon by education policymakers. “I don’t
know why everybody isn’t talking about this,” says
Gail McGee, manager of new teacher induction
for the Houston Independent School District. “It
overwhelms me. Everybody, everywhere, is singlemindedly focused on the achievement gap, and
nobody is spending any time talking about what
potentially could be one of the biggest underliers
of why we have one.”6
This report explores the causes, conditions, and
consequences of what may be a permanent shift towards a less-experienced profession. It examines escalating levels of teacher attrition in public schools,
a major source of the beginning teacher challenge.
And it points to promising solutions, especially
teacher induction strategies that provide the sort
of targeted training and intensive support that recognizes the first years of teaching as the make-orbreak opportunities they are.
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TALENT DRAIN
There are several reasons for the influx of beginners to America’s classrooms. One is a higher
demand for teachers prompted by reforms such
as smaller class sizes, expansions in special education, and a greater emphasis on math and science
instruction. But, mainly, so many classrooms are
led by rookies because teacher turnover is at unprecedented levels; teachers simply are not sticking around. Although the recession slowed the
exodus by prompting hiring freezes and layoffs,
the long-term trend has been clear: From 1988 to
2008, annual teacher attrition rose by 41 percent,
and now nearly a third of teachers leave the profession within the first three years of their careers.
In many urban school systems, despite attempts
to retain teachers through incentives such as higher salaries, the problem is even more severe, with
more than half of all teachers routinely turning
over within five years.7
Of course, new teachers bring energy and
fresh perspective to their schools, and students

clearly benefit when strong teachers replace weak
ones. But studies show that teachers simply are
not as effective in their first years in the classroom
as they are with more experience. And there is evidence that the best beginning teachers make up
a substantial proportion of the early leavers. In a
2013 study of teacher attrition in four large urban
systems, TNTP, a teacher recruitment and training organization, found that nearly one-third of
highly effective teachers left within two years, and
almost half left within five.8 The result, writes the
National Commission on Teaching and America’s
Future (NCTAF), is that “students are too often
left with a passing parade of inexperienced teachers who leave before they become accomplished
educators.”9 Hardest hit are students in tough-tostaff schools in low-income neighborhoods—the
very students who are in greatest need of outstanding educators. Studies have found attrition
in high-poverty schools to be 50 percent greater
than it is in other schools.10
The statistics are hardly news to McGee, who
is among the teachers and administrators charged
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with reversing damaging churn in Houston. “We cent of charter high school and middle school
have a 61 percent attrition rate five years out. So teachers hired in 2007-08 left their classrooms
if you are a kid in any HISD school, what are the after a single year.13
chances you are going to get a new teacher?” McGee asks. “The learning curve for new teachers is
steep, and for teachers who are alternatively certi- WHY THEY LEAVE
fied you can increase the slope some more. Why
aren’t we talking about the fact that for three years For years, school reformers have been pushing
in a row you are going to get a new teacher? The for teacher performance pay on the grounds that
data says that you are almost to the point where greater compensation would encourage stronger
you can’t make up for that.” Research by Stanford teachers to stay in the profession. But it’s increasUniversity economist Eric Hanushek shows that ingly clear that it’s not money, or a lack of it, that’s
an ineffective teacher can cost a student as much causing most teachers to leave. Rather, the primaas six months of learning every year.11
ry driver of the exodus of early-career teachers is
Along with steep turnover in high-poverty a lack of administrative and professional support.
The problem takes many forms, including the
communities, researchers have found increased
feeling of being isolated from
rates of attrition in urban,
rural and low-performing It’s not money, or lack colleagues, scant feedback on
performance, poor professchools and among special
of it, that’s causing
sional development, and insufeducation teachers. Turnover
most
teachers
to
ficient emotional backing by
is greater among secondary
leave.
The
primary
administrators. Quite simply,
teachers than among elementary teachers, and teachers of
driver of the exodus teachers don’t think the people
color leave at much higher
they work for care about them
of early career
12
rates than do white teachers.
or their efforts to improve.
teachers
is
a
lack
of
A raft of research points
Teachers abandon charadministrative
and
to the problem. Early career
ter schools at especially high
rates—a problem of no small professional support. teachers in North Carolina
reported in a 2011 study by
consequence as charters play
an expanding role in public education, especially New Teacher Center (NTC), a Santa Cruz-based
in urban districts. For a 2010 study of charter non-profit that helps train new teachers, that too
school turnover in Wisconsin, Betheny Gross and few principals spend time in classrooms, support
Michael DeArmond of the Center for Reinvent- teachers in their dealings with parents, and do
ing Public Education (CRPE) tracked 956 newly other things large and small that buttress teacher
hired charter teachers and 19,695 new traditional morale.14
public school teachers from 1998 to 2006 and
A survey of 4,000 teachers by the Research
found that charter teachers were 40 percent more Alliance for New York City Schools revealed lack
likely to leave their schools for another school and of support from administrators as a key factor in
52 percent more likely to leave the teaching pro- teachers’ consideration of leaving their school.15
fession altogether than were teachers in district- And TNTP found in a 2012 study entitled “The
run schools. In Los Angeles, the nation’s second Irreplaceables” that even outstanding teachers—
largest public school system, no less than 45 per- educators who annually generate the equivalent
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of five to six more months of learning than poor
performers—often throw in the towel out of sheer
neglect. Upwards of 75 percent of such teachers
that TNTP surveyed in five major urban school
systems said they would have stayed if they hadn’t
so rarely been made to feel important.16 “We often overlook that schools are all about relationships, and relationships take work,” says Candace
Crawford, executive director of Teach Plus D.C.17
More recently, the Carnegie Foundation for
the Advancement of Teaching found that teachers’ connectedness to their schools strongly influenced their retention rates. The Foundation surveyed 580 early career teachers in the Baltimore
City Public Schools as part of a partnership with
the Austin, Texas school system to improve teacher
induction and retention called Building a Teaching Effectiveness Network. The survey revealed
that the 25 percent of teachers who felt most loyal
to their schools and believed most strongly that
their work contributed to their schools’ successes
had an 89 percent likelihood of staying in their
schools the following year, compared to 53 percent for the quarter of teachers who felt least en-

gaged, least satisfied, and least confident about
their classroom contributions.18
Amanda Meyer, who taught English as a second language in a low-performing San Antonio,
Texas, high school, is typical. A 2011 Teach for
America recruit, she loved her work and planned
to stick with it well beyond her two-year commitment to the program. But she craved guidance and support that she only rarely received.
Her busy supervisor, a highly regarded administrator, had only enough time to give her a few
model lessons, Meyer says. Her designated mentor spent only 40 minutes in her class over the
course of two years, and an instructional coach
never came, despite Meyer’s requests. Meanwhile, Meyer’s principal based his year-end
evaluation on a single observation of Meyer he
made back in January. She says: “The principal
said, ‘Don’t expect to hear from us if you are doing your job.’” After just two years, Meyer left
teaching for a research position at the Carnegie
Foundation.19
“Teachers never say they are leaving because
of the kids,” observes Jesse Solomon, executive
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director of the non-profit BPE, formerly the creased demands on many charter teachers factor
Boston Plan for Excellence. “The biggest reason in substantially, as well. Says Emily Lawson, the
teachers leave is because they are working in a founder of DC Prep, a high-achieving charter
dysfunctional structure. If you put good people network in Washington, D.C.: “For those who go
in a bad system the system is going to win every that we don’t want to go, it’s usually a question of
culture fit. Some don’t want to work that hard.”22
time.”20
That is not to say that students can’t be challenging, especially in impoverished neighborhoods where they often bring substantial social NEW GENERATION,
and emotional problems to the classroom. But NEW ATTITUDES
educators point to a lack of support from the top
in this regard, too. Kelly Manard, formerly of Time was when teachers entered the profession,
the Office of Teacher Support and Development worked for a few years, then maybe took a couple
for Baltimore City Public Schools, says that new of years off to raise a family or follow a spouse. But
teachers in particular confront daunting problems overall, teachers looked at the job as a long-term
with student behavior; they fault school leaders proposition. Today, there is increasing evidence
for failing to support their attempts to discipline that this scenario is no longer the case. Over half
their students.21 The teachers also want far more the participants in a national survey of teachers
help differentiating instruction for special-needs of all experience levels conducted by the research
students: new teachers are not only learning how organizations Learning Point and Public Agenda
to align their instruction with curricular goals, in 2011 reported that they planned to leave the
profession. Others expected
they are required to make
“Teachers never
to stay in education but to
progress with students of
move out of the classroom for
widely different abilities and
say they are leaving
opportunities that are growlearning styles.
because of the
ing along with entrepreneurNew teachers in charter
kids.
The
biggest
ial enterprises in the field.23
schools often have an even
reason teachers
rougher go of things. Many
Says Sarah Coon, a former
charters have extended the
classroom teacher who is now
leave is because
school day, and because they
an education consultant and
they are working
are autonomous, they must
the staff development director
in
a
dysfunctional
recruit students, draft curriat the charter school network
structure.”
cula, and take on other timeAchievement First: “I didn’t
consuming tasks themselves.
want to retire from the job I
24
All of these responsibilities make teachers’ jobs had at age 22.”
much harder; in some charters, the official school
That sentiment is particularly strong among
day is two hours longer than it is in traditional the increasing numbers of new teachers enterpublic schools and the school year two months ing the profession through non-traditional routes
longer. The CRPE study found that lack of ad- like Teach for America, many of whom are the
ministrative backing is no less of a problem for products of the nation’s most competitive colleges
those who leave charter schools than for those and who gravitate to new roles and responsibiliwho leave traditional public schools. But the in- ties. The TFA model, which requires teachers to
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commit to the classroom for only two years, may countants working 12 months a year.27 Even so,
also be prompting traditionally trained teachers some school districts have raised salaries substanto think differently about the duration of their tially to attract and keep teachers. New York recareers. And certainly the broader labor market cently raised salaries at all experience levels by as
is sending teachers a signal that shorter, or at least much as 43 percent; Baltimore established career
more varied, careers are increasingly the norm. The ladders that boosted some teacher salaries by as
U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics
much as $20,000 a year.
“When
I
was
a
reports that Americans born at
Yet while surveys sugthe end of the baby boom in the
teacher we weren’t gest that financial compenmid-1960s have held an average
sation does matter to new
having meetings
25
of over 11 jobs.
teachers, it does so only to
about
test
scores.
a point—and not nearly as
At the same time, new
And
these
are
much as less tangible rewards
teachers are encountering a prodo. Forty percent of responfessional climate much different
meetings about
from that of a generation ago— numbers that careers dents to a 2007 survey of
over 600 teachers by Public
one of stricter accountability, a
and
livelihoods
are
Agenda and The National
related focus on standardized
based
on.”
Comprehensive Center for
testing and, in the wake of the
Teacher Quality said that low
recent recession, severe budget
cuts. All of these combine to make a teaching ca- compensation was a drawback to a career in edureer less secure than it once was. And some teach- cation, but factors like “unreasonable pressure to
ers chafe under a system with extensive external raise achievement” troubled them a lot more. And
accountability driven by standardized tests. Says while 60 percent of the teachers proposed salary
Rob Weil, director of field programs, educational as something to fix, they ranked it low on a list
issues, for the American Federation of Teachers: of things they would do to improve the profes“When I was a teacher we weren’t having meetings sion, beneath factors like reducing class sizes and
about test scores. And these are meetings about helping teachers engage students with different
numbers that careers and livelihoods are based on. needs.28
A lot of people think these [new teachers] are difIn the 2012 MetLife Survey of the American
ferent. And that could be. But the system is also Teacher (of teachers of all experience levels), 65
different today.”26
percent of teachers said that public school salaries were not fair for the work they do.29 But the
Public Agenda study found that given the choice
between two identical schools, 76 percent of secMYTHS ABOUT MONEY
ondary and 81 percent of elementary teachers said
New teachers are paid slightly less than those they would rather work at a school where adminstarting in comparable occupations, when teach- istrators strongly supported them than at a school
ers’ shorter work year is included in the calcula- that paid significantly higher salaries.30
tion. The average new teacher earns $30,377 unKarolyn Belcher, executive vice president of
der a typical nine-month contract, compared to New Teacher Effectiveness for TNTP, says that
an average of $43,635 for beginning computer her organization’s research suggests that money
programmers and $44,668 for starting public ac- matters only when it increases teachers’ compen-
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sation by more than $10,000 a year.31 A recent have suggested, would be for their employers to
study for the U.S. Department of Education by treat them more as workers are in the private secMathematica Policy Research supports TNTP’s tor and make fixed contributions to 401ks. One
research. Mathematica researchers found a 93 per- study found that younger teachers would rather
cent retention rate after two years among teachers earn 17 cents more now than have $1 added to
receiving $20,000 in bonuses over two years to their pension fund for later.35 “Such a finding,”
teach in high-needs schools, compared to a 71 says Marguerite Roza, director of the Edunompercent retention rate among teachers who didn’t ics Lab at Georgetown University, “suggests that
receive the bonus money. After the payments ran if some of the current spending on pensions was
out, most of the bonus-paid teachers were still at relocated, perhaps to salary, it would be easier to
the schools.32
recruit and retain younger teachers.”36
The weekly paycheck is only part of a
teacher’s remuneration, of course. A big chunk
of compensation comes in the form of the THE TOLL OF
employer’s contribution to a pension. Compared TEACHER TURNOVER
to retirement benefits in the private sector, these
payments can be quite generous. But in many Teacher turnover takes an enormous toll on
districts, pension formulas discriminate against American education. NCTAF reports that teachearly career teachers in favor of those who stay er attrition costs school districts over $7 billion a
in one place for decades. They are structured so year in teacher recruitment and induction expensthat teachers accumulate very little pension wealth es alone—from $4,366 per teacher-leaver in rural
in the first 20 years or so, then enjoy ballooning Jemez Valley, N.M. to $17,892 in Chicago.37 In
employer contributions as they approach 2007 alone, teacher turnover cost New York City
retirement age.33 In Philadelphia, for instance, $115 million.38
where employer contributions are 21.4 percent of
Attrition is costly in other ways, as well. Jarsalary, new teachers won’t earn
rod Bolte, a director of Readtheir pensions until they have
ing Partners and a former ad“Students develop
been in the district for a
ministrator with Baltimore
relationships with
34
decade. (They can, however,
City Schools, says that that the
teachers
and
see
district’s 50 percent (over five
receive a refund of their own
them
as
role
models.
years) turnover rate prevents
contributions, with interest.)
some schools from impleOne could argue that lonBut I’ve seen cases
ger vesting periods encourage where those teachers menting long-term programs.
“We were constantly having
teachers to stay, and faced with
leave
and
students
to train people,” he says. “We
soaring unfunded pension liget
kind
of
lost.”
were always going back to the
abilities, states and districts
basics.”39
have to cut back somewhere.
But extending vesting periods in systems that
At DC Prep, where turnover can range from
are already back-loaded in favor of older teach- just 5 percent in a good year to 35 percent in a
ers also can discourage new ones from moving bad one, Lawson says: “If 90 percent [of teachers]
to new districts or entering the profession in the would stay after three years, we would need fewer
first place. More attractive to new teachers, many instructional coaches, we’d have fewer discipline
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problems. We could grow faster and open new ers, banded together, they will help that principal
campuses. Just having a stable base helps the other be effective.”
As to whether high turnover directly affects
teachers. When [teacher] retention improves, stustudent achievement, the findings are mixed. But
dent test scores go up.”
The Carnegie Foundation survey of new there is emerging evidence that it does. On the one
teachers in Baltimore supports Lawson’s conclu- hand, in a 2010 study of the effects of turnover
sion. It found that 66 percent of the city’s third- on disadvantaged students, Stanford’s Hanushek
year teachers scored proficient under the city’s started with the assumption that turnover harmed
2013 teacher-evaluation system, compared to 28 the quality of instruction. But when he simulated
the replacement of existing
percent of first-year teachers.40
High turnover breaks
“New teachers need teachers by rookies, he found
no decline in student achievedown the coherence of school
stable,
ongoing
ment.43 In contrast, researchers
communities by disrupting
support from
relationships among teachers
Matthew Ronfeldt of the Uniand between teachers and stuveterans, but churn versity of Michigan, Susanna
dents. “Students develop relamakes it difficult to Loeb of Stanford University,
tionships with teachers and see
and James Wyckoff of the Unihave
that
stability.
them as role models,” Bolte
versity of Virginia conclude in
Turnover, we know,
says. “It keeps them motivata new study of 850,000 fourthed. But I’ve seen cases where
and fifth- graders in New York
is bad for kids, but
those teachers leave and stuCity that teacher turnover
it’s also bad for
dents get kind of lost.” Turnhas a significant negative imteachers.”
over also erodes collegiality,
pact on student achievement
along with trust among teachin mathematics and English.
ers, and cuts into valuable institutional knowl- They found that turnover is especially harmful
edge about procedures, curriculum, and culture. to students in high-minority and low-achieving
Without trust, research suggests, teachers are less schools, and that it has a “harmful influence” on
likely to take on leadership roles, to collaborate, students throughout a school, not just on those
or to form learning communities.41
whose teachers have left.44
Moreover, teachers who stay must bear more
of the burden for mentoring teachers who arrive.
“New teachers need stable, ongoing support from HOW MUCH TURNOVER
veterans, but churn makes it difficult to have that IS TOO MUCH?
stability,” says teacher expert Susan Moore Johnson of the Harvard Graduate School of Educa- Despite turnover’s high toll, most school districts
tion. “Turnover, we know, is bad for kids, but don’t track their attrition patterns in any detail,
it’s also bad for teachers.”42 Bolte says that Balti- NCTAF reports. They don’t know if they’re losmore has found that one common factor behind ing good teachers or bad ones, or how much
improvements in high-poverty schools was low money attrition is costing them. More than a
turnover of teachers, which correlated with strong few school leaders don’t think it’s even their job
school leadership. “It was amazing to see the rela- to monitor such information.45 “Principals don’t
tionship,” he says. “If you have consistent teach- see themselves as responsible for [turnover],” says
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Crawford. The lack of incentive is at least partly more spends $600,000 for a one-week institute
financial. Says Johnson: “If a district doesn’t in- for new teachers, along with $500,000 a year to
vest much in new teachers, turnover doesn’t re- TFA for recruiting), a diminished sense of school
ally matter, financially speaking.” Principals are community, and lower productivity in the classfurther discouraged by traditional policies such room. Whatever the costs and benefits, TNTP
as centralized hiring, uniform compensation and says the real problem is indiscriminate turnover:
what have traditionally been inconsequential just as principals aren’t getting good teachers to
stay, they aren’t very good at getteacher evaluation systems.
ting bad ones to leave.
All of these factors reduce
The real problem
What is a reasonable level of
their incentive to care about
is
indiscriminate
turnover? That is the threshold
teacher attrition. “Some of
turnover: just as
question, and researchers like
it is ‘Do I have the power
Ingersoll say there is no right anto convince them to stay?’
principals aren’t
You need a high belief in
getting good teachers swer. Attrition among teachers is
less than attrition among childyour own sense of efficacy,”
to
stay,
they
aren’t
care workers, secretaries, and
Crawford says, to make the
very good at getting paralegals, but similar to that of
retention of top teachers a
police officers. It is higher than
priority.
bad ones to leave.
for nurses and far higher than
Not all turnover is bad.
for lawyers, architects, and acaThe departure of poor or
47
marginally effective teachers is a welcome occur- demics. “All I know,” Ingersoll says, “is that the
rence, especially when it is accompanied by the ar- numbers are too big.”
rival of more able replacements. TNTP’s research
Ingersoll recalls citing the current level of
shows that schools have a three-in-four chance of teacher attrition in a speech to stunned Proctor
replacing a low-performing teacher with a new and Gamble executives who said that such turnhire who will be more effective right out of college over would be completely unacceptable at their
and who is more likely to improve over time.46 company. Kafi Payne, manager of Teacher Sup(However, finding quality replacements is often port, Retention and Development for the Oakchallenging for remote school systems paying land Unified School District, says, “We [educamodest salaries.) “[Administrators] see turnover tors in general] don’t really know the answer. In
as something expected,” says Bolte. “It’s ‘we’re the past, we’ve just picked a number that’s lower
than our current rate and assumed that’s better.”48
O.K. with it.’ ”
New teachers are also cheaper than more ex- Johnson, noting that the current generation of
perienced ones, and some school leaders say that teachers is not going to stay for 30 years, says
turning over teachers saves them money by lower- “good retention would be keeping them for as
ing average salaries. Ingersoll recalls Paul Vallas, long as they planned to stay. If six or seven years
the superintendent in Bridgeport, Conn. and a is their plan, then keeping them for that length is
former superintendent of the Recovery School a good thing. If they plan to stay for six and leave
District of Louisiana, crediting new teachers for at two, then that is a bad thing.”
helping him balance the budget in New Orleans.
To help standardize such targets, some experts
But such savings are often offset by the combina- have suggested that a school’s turnover aim should
tion of replacement costs (Bolte notes that Balti- be the turnover rate of the district’s highest per-
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forming school. Whatever the ideal number, experts say the bottom line is that districts should
manage turnover strategically, rather than reacting to it as a random series of events.

SUPPORTING A
TEACHER’S FIRST YEARS
Keeping new teachers in the classroom is a challenge with a number of possible solutions, all of
which can work together or on their own. They
start with making careful hiring decisions at the
outset, then recognizing that new teachers have
unique needs and providing them with the targeted support and real-world training they require.
Increasingly, the problem also seems to call for
fundamental changes in the profession, changes
that would give classroom teachers more ownership of their careers and greater opportunities for
leadership and advancement. Research shows that
initial teaching performance is a meaningful pre-

dictor of future effectiveness—far more so than
factors like academic credentials. Teachers who
perform poorly the first year rarely show dramatic
improvement the next. By contrast, if they make
a strong start, they are more likely to be effective
over a long period.49 “If you can grab that teacher
in the first six months you will have better teachers faster,” says Ingersoll. The evidence argues for
treating the first year as the crucial opportunity it
is—a time to give new teachers immediate, concentrated and meaningful support. And yet, historically, we have treated the first year of teaching
like a warm-up.
Almost all new teachers struggle in one way
or another. Most commonly, they wrestle with
classroom management, student behavior, and
teaching a prescribed curriculum without adequate guidance. Researchers Tom Dee of Stanford
University and James Wyckoff of the University
of Virginia have found that Washington, D.C.
teachers in their first two years score significantly lower under the city’s evaluation system than

THE ANNUAL COST OF TEACHER TURNOVER IN FOUR DISTRICTS

School District
Chicago, Ill.
Granville County, N.C.
Jemez Valley, N.M.
Milwaukee, Wisc.

Number of Teachers
25,300
532
41
6,139

Cost Per Teacher Leaver
$17,872
$ 9,875
$ 4,366
$15,325

Calculating the Cost of Teacher Leavers
This study calculated the cost of teacher leavers using district data on turnover and resources
allocated to turnover. Teachers who left the district altogether were considered leavers.
Districts, along with a small subset of schools in each district, were asked to report time and
money spent on activities associated with teacher leavers including recruitment, hiring, adminstrative processing, professional development, and separation.
SOURCE: National Commission on Teaching and America's Future
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those with three or more years—the difference, dents aren’t really teaching during their student
for instance, between performing at the 50th teaching; they are grading papers in the back of
percentile among all the city’s teachers and then the room.”
Compounding these problems, student
moving up to the 65th percentile.50 TNTP, which
is highly selective, reports that that 17 percent of teaching typically occurs in the second semester
the heavily vetted new teachers it placed in seven of the school year, after classrooms are set up and
states and the District of Columbia in 2011-12 rules and norms are in place. That means student
were either fired after their first year or faced dis- teachers never go through the crucible of setting
their own classroom rules, building a culture, and
missal if they didn’t improve.51
The important point here is that the growth the like. It is perhaps not surprising, then, that
curve for new teachers is steep: teachers have a lot nearly two thirds of the respondents to a national
survey of new teachers in 2006
to learn their first few years,
and when they do, their ef“In some schools of said they weren’t prepared for53
the realities of the classroom.
fectiveness increases substaneducation,
students
tially. Thus Crawford says
Today, nearly 40 percent
that we should expect the vast aren’t really teaching of new public school teachers
majority of new teachers to be
during their student enter the profession through
rated “developing.” In fact, she
non-traditional recruitment
teaching; they are
submits that there should be
programs like TFA, and they
grading
papers
in
the
“no such thing” as a first-year
are often leading a classroom
back of the room.”
teacher—meaning that no
after only a summer’s worth of
newly minted educator should
training.54 That’s sometimes a
be flying solo at the outset. “It’s like taking a stu- better proposition for students than giving them
dent right out of medical school,” she says, “and the untrained substitutes they might otherwise be
giving them a full surgical load unsupervised.”
assigned. But it’s typically not enough, however
Part of the problem is a mindset: school and driven and academically accomplished these redistrict leaders often think that helping new cruits may be. Observes Houston’s McGee: “TFA
teachers should be the job of teacher preparation corps members are all high-achieving, but in the
programs. Says Weil of the AFT, “Districts say, past, their success has been a reflection of effort.
‘We aren’t in the teacher-prep game.’ They think With teaching, effort doesn’t immediately equal
teachers should arrive ready to go.” But, as many success.”
recent studies of teacher preparation programs
(In a significant policy shift, TFA recently
have shown, too many new teachers are decidedly announced that it would provide a full year of
not ready to go. Clinical practice is especially lack- training to a group of recruits starting in 2015. It
ing. More than a quarter of the nation’s new teach- also announced plans to do more to encourage its
ers, studies show, have had no student-teaching teachers to stay beyond the required two years.)
experience, and those who do have typically only
Overall, new teachers leave their classrooms
two and a half months’ worth. And according to at much higher rates if they lack key elements of
NCTQ, less than 10 percent of prep programs as- preparation, says Linda Darling-Hammond of
sign students to highly skilled teachers who give Stanford University’s Graduate School of Educathem meaningful feedback.52 “In some schools of tion. Teachers who are unprepared in curriculum,
education,” says Coon of Achievement First, “stu- teaching methods, child development, and stu-
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dent teaching leave at twice the rate of teachers
who have had this training, she says.55
Given these pre-service shortcomings, the
need for strong induction seems clear. But, according to educators who have surveyed the landscape, it is the rare school district that provides it.
In 2011, Ingersoll reviewed 15 studies on teacher
induction and found that the content, duration,
and goals of the programs vary widely. Some are
focused on evaluation and performance; others
seem to include socialization and adjustment.

WHAT COMPREHENSIVE
INDUCTION IS AND IS NOT
Comprehensive induction is NOT
 A crash course in teaching
 An orientation session that tells
teachers where the copy machine is
 A stand-alone mentoring program
 A string of disconnected one-day
workshops
 A top-down, one-directional
approach in which teachers are
passive recipients
 Only a benefit to beginners
 A way to help teachers cope with a
dysfunctional school
Comprehensive induction IS
 High quality mentoring by trained
mentors
 Common planning time
 Ongoing professional development
 External networks of teachers
 Standards-based evaluation
 Dedicated resources
 An adequate and stable source of
funding
SOURCE: Alliance for Excellent Education
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Some are designed to foster growth, others to assess and even weed out those who are poorly suited to the job. But what many have in common
is that they do none of these things particularly
well.56
In Baltimore, when officials looked at their
supports for new teachers, they found that some
teachers received feedback from as many as 10
different sources—all of which was uncoordinated, much of which was contradictory, and some
of which was incoherent. By contrast, some new
teachers received almost no feedback at all. “The
thought is often to do more,” says Bolte. “But the
answer was to do less and be more focused.”
The best induction programs target instruction in this way, addressing teachers’ individual
needs, research shows. They focus on teacher
growth, and their hallmarks are well-trained,
freed-up mentors and common teacher planning
time. Detailed below are three such programs
that show promise in curbing attrition: Houston’s
summer academy; a comprehensive mentoring
program in Cedar Rapids, Iowa; and Boston’s
teacher residency model.

BOOT CAMP IN HOUSTON
The Houston Independent School District is
among several urban districts that have recently increased their investments in new teachers.
Houston is the nation’s seventh largest school system, with 200,000 students, 88 percent of whom
are black or Hispanic and 80 percent of whom are
poor.57 Of its 11,417 teachers, nearly 2,000 this
year are brand new. This development is partially
by design. A more rigorous evaluation system that
ties teacher performance partly to student test
scores resulted in the departure of 800 teachers at
the end of the 2012-13 school year, the great majority of whom were fired.58 Along with the sheer
numbers being a lot bigger, the needs of Hous-
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In a session on “establishing expectations,” for
ton’s new teachers are greater than ever. Under the
district’s strict new accountability guidelines, new instance, high school social studies teachers watch
teachers are held to the same standard as teachers a video showing a skilled teacher in action and talk
who have been practicing for years. That means about how his behavior shapes classroom culture.
they need to get better in a hurry. “The bar is high They write down three things they want a student
from the get-go,” says McGee. “There is no ‘be- to know to be a happy and productive person.
ginner 3’ [on the city’s teacher rating system of 1 They describe the characteristics of a good teacher, discuss their answers, then refine them based
to 4]. A three is a three is a three.”
At the same time, Texas laws have made Hous- on insights they have gained from each other. The
ton a hotbed of alternative certification programs. mentor teachers talk to them about how to set
Up to 70 percent of the district’s new teachers rules that are specific and observable, monitored
this year are coming from programs like Teach for and enforced. And they talk about how to greet
America. The state has approved more than 110 a student who is having a hard time, a student
such programs, and, according to a recent state who has been absent, and one who got an A-plus
audit, the oversight is weak and the quality var- on the latest test. (All differently.) In a discussion
on classroom management,
ies. Some of the programs are
the new teachers learn how
offered entirely online, and
“You are young
teachers can be certified with
and you have never they can save one minute each
from 10 transitions a day.
no classroom experience in as
worked
in
a
toxic
59
The novices fill their notelittle as three months. The
classroom. You are
books with advice from the
Houston district also has its
mentors like: “Don’t make
own certification program,
gonna work with
and while some graduates do
people who actually excuses for them! If you make
excuses they will take them.”
get classroom experience, they
don’t
like
kids.”
“The work stack is this deep
get it only for a few weeks the
but if you don’t grade it and
summer before school starts.
Faced with these substantial changes, give it back it will only get worse.” “They used
Houston revamped its teacher induction program the F word like a comma. I had to let go of that
last summer. It used to be that all teachers came because my classroom would be empty.” “Learn
to a short orientation program before the start to break rules but be rigidly flexible.” “I had to
of school; there was no special curriculum for teach my students how to listen.” “Keep the rules
new teachers. Now, in addition to a week of list short. You can’t have 20 rules.” “Make it a safe
orientation for all teachers, beginning teachers classroom, mentally and emotionally safe.” “You
have three days of induction to themselves. are young and you have never been in a toxic
Held at a sprawling mega-church on the city’s classroom. You are gonna work with people who
far southeast side, the New Teacher Academy actually don’t like kids.”
The importance of assuming a “growth mindis a like a big conference, with breakout rooms,
exhibitors, and swag. Teachers work together in set”—the belief that intelligence is not fixed, and
classrooms divided by grade level and subject. that with hard work it can increase—is a pervaTrained mentors tell them what to expect, sive message at the academy. Teachers are shown
modeling lessons, creating scenarios, and using why they must instill these mindsets not only in
their students but adopt them for themselves.
examples from their own experience.
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A big push, says McGee, is getting new teachers shoals of their first years. But thanks in part to a
to ask for help. “You are not going to make it...if federal grant, it gives the mentors fully dedicated
you don’t ask for guidance for improvement,” she time to work with every new teacher in every type
of school.
says. “Feedback can’t be just one way.”
The Grant Wood AEA is one of nine such
Toward that end, new Houston teachers must
take tests in their subject areas that are graded consortia created by the Iowa state legislature in
and returned the next day. Some find the exer- 1975 to provide far-flung rural districts with services such as special education
cise humiliating, but the idea
“You
are
not
going
to
and professional development
is for them to see from the
make it...if you don’t that the districts could not alstudent’s perspective what
ways supply well on their own.
the students are expected to
ask for guidance
Iowa has traditionally ranked
know. The tests have flagged
for improvement.
high on measures of educational
some distressing knowledge
Feedback
can’t
be
achievement, but in recent years
gaps among teachers, which
just one way.”
the state has seen performance
the district aims to address
plateau and even decline. At the
with emergency remediation.
“The pre-assessment is about how we can impact same time, the state has experienced a significant
increase in teacher attrition, and evidence that bewhat you do before you do it,” says McGee.
Houston’s support for new teachers doesn’t ginners are struggling. So in 2000 the legislature
end with the academy. For the rest of the school passed a law that required every new teacher to
year, the 60 mentors (known as key teachers) who have a mentor.
A few years in, however, the program did not
lead the summer workshops work with a select
group of new teachers to help them improve their seem to be having much impact. Turnover in rupractice while they are actually teaching. “We are ral schools remained particularly high, and attrireally moving to embed PD,” says Lance Menster, tion among special education teachers was two
assistant superintendent for professional support to three times worse than attrition overall. The
and development at HISD.60 That means observ- problem was that while the policy itself seemed
ing teachers when they need it and providing sound, there was little oversight of its implementhem with immediate feedback rather than coach- tation. Mentors were given a $1,000 stipend, and
ing them in regularly scheduled and infrequent it is safe to say that some earned it and some did
not. Says Kim Owen, mentoring and induction
meetings.
program administrator for the Grant Wood AEA,
“The question is what is mentoring? For some it
was not much more than saying ‘Hi’ in the hallROVING MENTORS IN IOWA
ways or having the occasional lunch. There was no
Nearly 1,000 miles away, a multi-district educa- data being collected of what it was, what its goals
tion agency with a very different demographic were.” Practices were all over the map, she says,
profile—largely rural and white—offers another and the policy was being treated more as a ceiling
model for investing in new teachers. The Grant than a floor.61
Owen was tasked with reviewing the proWood Area Education Agency in and around Cedar Rapids, Iowa relies on carefully selected and gram, and she didn’t always like what she saw.
trained mentors to guide teachers over the rocky “As a state we had no consistency. We would do
16
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As in Houston, much effort goes into mentor
a few workshops a year. We were all doing different things,” she says. “We asked what was work- selection at the Grant Wood AEA. Candidates are
ing, but we had no data. All we knew was that interviewed multiple times and required to give
there was no difference in retention. There was no several model lessons and to provide assessments
of student work. They write
evidence that the [mentor PD]
curriculum had made any dif“The question is what essays in which school leaders look for the crucial capacference. We heard that teachers
is
mentoring?
For
ity for reflection. The mentors
felt the training was minimal.”
Perhaps most important, some it was not much don’t necessarily work with
teachers in the same subject
while the goal of the legislation more than saying ‘Hi’
area or grade level; mentors
was to give a mentor to every
in the hallways or
who were elementary teachers,
teacher, there was no provision
having
the
occasional
it turns out, often have much
in the state law for releasing
lunch.”
to teach their secondary counthose mentors from the classterparts about pedagogy, and
room—for freeing them from
any of their own teaching duties so they would mentors who were secondary teachers, particuhave time for their mentees. Owen believed that larly math and science teachers, can show their
full release was essential, “because when are you elementary counterparts a thing or two about
are a teacher, your first priority is the kids in your content. They all meet weekly. “A lot of people
said [mixing grades and subjects] wouldn’t work,”
own classroom.”
Owen connected with NTC, which works Owen says. “But the new teachers really disagree.”
with districts and charter management organizations to boost the skills of 26,000 new teachers a
year. NTC’s successes applied largely to big cit- TEACHER RESIDENCIES:
ies, but Owen saw no reason why they couldn’t EASING INTO THE JOB
be replicated in rural communities. It would take
more resources, a bigger commitment, and a cou- Critics of teacher training frequently note that the
ple of districts to pilot it.
field of medicine requires newly minted M.D.s to
Sharing in a $14.7 million grant to NTC from work under the close supervision of physicians
the U.S. Department of Education’s Investing in before they can treat patients on their own. Even
Innovation program, the Grant Wood AEA now plumbers, they say, must serve several years aphas an ambitious yearlong mentoring program. prenticeship before fixing pipes on their own. This
Completely freed from classroom duties for three model is the inspiration behind teacher residency
years, each mentor works with up to 15 teach- programs, which give new teachers intensely suers in multiple schools. Having multiple charges, pervised clinical experience before they are put in
instead of just one, as in some other programs, charge of their own classrooms. The pre-service
gives the mentors a broad experience from which teacher works as an apprentice for a full year in
to draw. And it maximizes their influence. “Let’s the classroom of a mentor-teacher, as part of a
say we have a [new] physics teacher in one school master’s degree program with a full complement
and we know a dynamite AP physics teacher in of courses that is centered on classroom work.
another school—they just take a road trip,” says Mentors and clinical educators help residents
Owen. “We capitalize on the consortium.”
plan and give them frequent coaching and feed-
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back. They use performance data to target regular ers.63 Crucially, studies have shown no negative
interventions, and, in a big departure from the effect from the mentors having residents in their
status quo, release the new teacher gradually into classrooms. As in medicine, the saying is “First do
full responsibility for the classroom.
no harm.” Says Solomon, “The kids have to do
There are several dozen residency programs better than they would have if a resident had not
operating in the nation’s 13,600 school systems, been there.”
many of them supported by independent organiBut one-on-one mentoring is only part of the
zations such as Urban Teacher Residency United, program. One of its core beliefs is that “learning
an umbrella group for 17 programs. The Boston to teach is best done by working together and by
Teacher Residency, one of the oldest such pro- engaging in regular, reflective, data-based convergrams, was co-founded by Boston Public Schools sations about the work alongside other educators.”
and the BPE. Its 70 carefully
So the entire school collabochosen recruits are intended
rates on mentoring. Residents
They use
to fill the need especially for
spend time with other teachperformance data
minority teachers and teachers
ers and in other schools, and
to
target
regular
of math, science, English as a
they meet regularly with two
interventions and
second language, and special
teams: one determined by
education. They are paid an
grade level and the other by
release the new
annual stipend of $12,100,
teacher gradually into academic subject.
plus health insurance, and re(The Carnegie Foundafull
responsibility
for
ceive a $10,000 student loan
tion’s BTEN experiment has
the classroom.
that is forgiven if a teacher
found collaboration to be key
62
stays for three years. The resicomponent of effective teachdents spend their days working side by side with er induction as well. The Foundation’s work with
an experienced teacher, who demonstrates the the Austin and Baltimore school districts points
objectives of each lesson, gives the recruit oppor- to the importance of frequent face-to-face contunities to co-teach, and discusses the successes versations (every two weeks in BTEN) with muland shortcomings of each practice. In a departure tiple administrators or coaches, given the many
from most training programs, the recruits are pre- demands on principals’ time. It calls for teachers
pared specifically for the particular curriculum to help select individualized improvement topics, for giving teachers a clear picture of successful
and demands of Boston Public Schools.
The role of a residency mentor, known as a classroom strategies, and for follow-up support,
collaborating teacher, is a demanding one, direc- ranging from a chance to watch expert teachers to
tor Solomon says. The mentors must daily create one-on-one classroom coaching.64)
experiences to encourage their resident’s learning.
In exchange for the stipends, benefits and
That means they must be highly effective teachers loans it provides its residents, the Boston proin their own right. In the Memphis, Tenn. resi- gram expects residents to work in the city’s pubdency program, the mentor teachers score almost lic schools for three years after they complete the
an entire effectiveness level higher than the aver- program. The residents do tend to stay beyond
age district teacher. In Boston, likewise, mentors that minimum expectation—and far longer than
have shown themselves to be considerably more other teachers in high-needs schools. A recent
effective than other Boston Public School teach- Harvard University study found that 80 percent
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of the residency graduates between 2004 and
2011 stayed for three or more years, compared
with 63 percent of other Boston teachers, and 75
percent stayed for five or more years, compared
with 51 percent of other teachers.65
Researchers are just beginning to see results on
the impact of residencies on student achievement,
and they are somewhat inconclusive. A 2011
study of the Boston residency by the Center for
Education Policy Research found that residencytrained teachers initially were no more effective
than other novice teachers in raising test scores in
English and were less effective in math but that
after four or five years they outperformed other
novices in math.66
Residencies have, however, produced measurable improvements in teacher performance and
retention. A survey of Denver principals by Urban Teacher Residency United found that a majority of them thought that teachers trained in
this way were more effective or considerably more
effective than a typical new teacher, than other
alternatively certified teachers, than traditionally trained teachers, and than their own district’s
teacher fellows. Fifty-five percent of the Denver
residency’s first-year teachers received the highest
effectiveness rating under the district’s evaluation
system, compared with just 22 percent of firstyear Denver teachers who don’t go through the
district’s residency program.67

A MATTER OF MATCH
Another way to stem teacher turnover, and to ensure the success of beginning teachers, is to put
the right people in the right schools in the first
place. That means looking beyond sheer competence to matters of compatibility. New teachers who embrace the educational philosophy of
a school, for instance, are in the best position to
succeed, as are teachers with a natural disposition

to improve. And such teachers are also more likely
to stay.
Yet this critical issue of “fit” is often overlooked, especially by the many schools that
scramble to fill spots even after the start of the
school year. Edward Liu and Susan Moore Johnson of the Harvard Graduate School of Education
capture the problem in a recent paper titled “New
Teachers’ Experience of Hiring: Late, Rushed
and Information-Poor.” They surveyed 486 new
teachers in four states and found that even though
hiring decisions were made at the school level,
presumably providing the teacher and the school
the opportunity to discuss teaching philosophy
and other ingredients of a good match, the teachers had surprisingly little interaction with school
personnel.68
In a Florida district, one in five new hires was
never interviewed, only 7.5 percent were asked to
teach a sample lesson, and just one in four was
asked to submit evaluations of student work. The
absence of such information only increases the
chances of a bad match between the teacher and
the school or the assignment. And, say Liu and
Johnson, “To the extent that a poor fit compromises a new teacher’s effectiveness on the job, and
therefore her sense of success, it may contribute to
her leaving school or exiting teaching altogether.”69
In contrast, the Boston Teacher Residency
admits just 14 percent of its applicants based on
the application, interviews, a sample lesson, and
a group problem-solving activity. Then it culls
about 15 percent of each cohort during their residency year. “We try to run things so we get rid of
the [poor fits] during the training,” says Solomon.
“We have less control after ‘graduation’ than we
do before.” In addition to competence, the program wants teachers who have high expectations
of students, a deep commitment to equity, and
a hunger for feedback. While they are in training they have several chances to demonstrate their
ability, and they get coaching, but they have to
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show that they are making progress. Essentially, members at all. It recently boosted its efforts to
the program conducts a yearlong job interview. pre-screen new teachers, making sure that idealisResidents who struggle, whether for personal or tic beginners will actually be able to connect with
professional reasons, says Solomon, “will not find the district’s high-needs kids. Assistant Superintendent James Lovelace says he is not interested
a successful career in urban teaching.”70
Some educators have suggested that hiring in short-termers looking for “missionary work.”
large percentages of teachers through alternative Inspired by the late Martin Haberman of the Unicertification programs can lead to bad matches. versity of Wisconsin, who studied the characterBaltimore City Schools, whose five-year teacher istics that help teachers succeed in urban schools,
turnover rate is about 50 percent, is one of the Ravenswood now puts new teachers through a
districts that hire heavily from TFA. “It is a calcu- more rigorous process that includes multiple interviews, essays, and sample
lated decision,” says Bolte. But
lessons. For the first three
however much the district valThis critical issue
years after the district’s retenues the intelligence and work
of
“fit”
is
often
tion initiative started in 2007,
ethic of TFA corps members,
retention averaged 67 percent;
overlooked,
Bolte says, schools also need
now it is 87 percent.72
teachers who can take a longer
especially by the
DC Prep also puts a preview. Disadvantaged students,
many schools that
mium on making the right
in particular, benefit from
scramble
to
fill
spots
match from the start. School
continuity as well as quality.
even after the start leaders there look in particu“[TFA] focuses on low-perlar for recruits who can listen
forming schools, but if you
of the school year.
and learn from feedback. “It’s
turn over teachers every two
a matter of plateauing versus
years, there is no consistency
for individual students. The relationships always improving,” says Lawson. “You could have a new
have to start from scratch.” He cites the exam- teacher who is very good but who plateaus, and a
ple of Baltimore’s Booker T. Washington Middle struggling teacher who responds well to feedback
School, which brings in 12 to 15 new TFA re- and really improves.” McGee of Houston stresses
cruits annually, but has not seen test scores budge the need for much stronger communication bein five years. Records like that convince Bolte that tween district leaders and new teachers from the
teachers should stay for five years at a minimum outset—about expectations, goals, and the often
“so there will be a time period when students will profound challenges of teaching to cultures wildly
know all the teachers.” The high turnover of TFA- different from one’s own.
Late hiring is a particularly hard barrier to aters, he says, has caused the district to rethink its
dependence on alternatively certified teachers. tracting the kinds of teachers who will fit in, work
Baltimore’s current ratio of about 70:30 alter- well, and stick around, especially in low-income
native-to-traditional should be closer to 50:50, districts. Liu and Johnson found that the vast
majority of the teachers they surveyed had been
Bolte suggests.71
The Ravenswood City School District in hired only a month before school started, and 33
San Mateo County, Calif., a low-income district percent of them were hired after the school year
prompted by a significant attrition problem, has had already begun.73 Contrary to perceptions, late
adopted a more extreme policy of not hiring TFA hiring in urban districts is generally not due to a
20
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shortage of qualified candidates. In a 2003 study RETURNS ON INVESTMENT
of urban hiring, TNTP surveyed three large school
districts and one medium district, and found that Even comprehensive induction programs and betheavy recruiting by all of these “hard to staff” dis- ter school-to-teacher matches can’t dramatically
tricts had resulted in five to seven times more ap- cut turnover in really bad schools—places with
plicants than there were positions. Yet none of the low standards, unsupportive administrators, and
districts made offers until mid-summer.74
disruptive environments, Ingersoll points out.
There are number of reasons why districts take But the evidence is that high-quality induction
so long to extend job offers. They include poor typically does reduce teacher attrition and bolster
data systems, cumbersome bureaucracies, and student achievement. It appears that investments
lousy “customer” service. But they also include in comprehensive induction pay financial divifactors outside of HR control: districts perenni- dends, as well.
ally face uncertainties over budgets and student
Ingersoll has found positive effects in the
enrollment. And some are also limited by require- induction studies he has reviewed. “Almost all
ments that allow resigning teachers to provide [studies] show that beginning teachers [in inducvery late notice, as well as by union contracts that tion programs] had higher satisfaction, commitgive existing teachers the first crack at openings.
ment or retention,” he writes. 76 Researcher Steven
Late hiring has clear consequences for teacher Glazerman at Mathematica Policy Research also
quality, job match, and retention. In the TNTP has found a link between comprehensive support
study, from one-third to twofor new teachers and student
thirds of the candidates at the
“It’s a matter of
achievement. In a 2010 study
four districts had withdrawn
of the induction programs of
plateauing versus
from consideration, most of
17 large and medium school
improving.
You
could
them citing delays. Those
districts, he found that after
have
a
new
teacher
who withdrew tended to be,
three years of receiving comon the face of it, the strongest
who is very good but prehensive induction support,
candidates: they had higher
who plateaus, and a the test scores of students imGPAs, were far more likely
proved significantly.77
struggling
teacher
to have a degree in their field
The more comprehensive
who
responds
well
to
and were far more likely to
the induction package, the
have completed educational
feedback and really better the teacher retention.
coursework than those who
And studies show that supimproves.”
were hired. At least 37 percent
port for induction needs to
of them were candidates for hard-to-fill positions. be sustained: Glazerman found no differences in
Four out of five teachers accepted offers from classroom practice between first-year teachers and
other districts, but nearly half of those said they those who had had induction support, and no difwould have taken an offer from the urban district ferences in student achievement after the first or
if it had only come first.75 As for those who are second years.
actually offered jobs and take them, a late start
A 2007 analysis of the Santa Cruz, Calif.
means less time for adjusting, thus a greater chance school district by NTC found that after five years,
of attrition. In Houston, for instance, a late hire the $13,000 price of a comprehensive, two-year
would miss out on the new teacher academy.
induction program brought $21,500 in benefits.
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The costs, over two years, included time spent by districts provide $2,000; and the rest is covered
teachers and mentors, program materials, room by the federal grant. The grant runs out in two
rentals, and substitute teachers. The benefits, cal- years, though, so Grant Wood officials are lookculated over five years, came partly from the find- ing to new funding sources, including businesses
ing that first- and second-year teachers who had and philanthropies, to step in with continuous
gone through induction were as effective as more support. The program might also be able to take
highly paid fourth-year teachers who had not had advantage of money allocated by a new state proinduction. Also, lower attrition reduced recruit- gram that gives Iowa school districts financial inment costs, as well as the need for more costly centives to create more leadership positions, with
matching compensation, to teachers.80
supports.78
So far, the feedback at Grant Wood AEA
Yet funding induction programs and other
solutions to the attrition problem can be a chal- from teachers, mentors, and principals has been
lenge—in Houston, Iowa, Boston and nation- overwhelmingly positive, Owens reports. But ofwide—especially as school systems continue to re- ficials have no intention of accepting anecdotes as
evidence of success. They are
cover from the fiscal ravages of
collecting meticulous data on
the recession. Houston spent
The more
the program’s implementation
$740,000 on its New Teacher
comprehensive
the
and impact, carefully tracking
Academy this year, and the
induction package,
how much time each mentor
budget for overall induction
spends with each teacher every
is $1.5 million, including
the better the
week (all are spending 60 to
$480,000 for mentor teacher
teacher retention.
90 minutes, as prescribed) and
salaries. The money comes
what they are learning about
from a combination of federal
Title II and district funds. The district compen- what new teachers need (early in the school year,
sates the teachers at $100 per day, a stipend that it was overwhelmingly help with classroom manis paid at the end of the first semester. Fees from agement and planning for instruction.)
Researchers will track retention over three to
vendors help pay for exhibit space, printed ma79
terials, and the cost of the building rental. But five years, comparing teachers who received inlimited resources have forced the school system to duction support against new teachers from last
narrow the focus of its key teachers to new teach- year who did not, and they will chart the develers in low-performing schools. “We had to make opment of the teachers and the achievement of
a hard call,” Menster says. Still, though it will be their students. “We want to show that [mentora couple of years before Houston is able to know ing] translates into student learning,” says Owen.
whether its new induction program will lower Of the 33 new teachers that mentors worked with
teacher attrition and increase student achieve- last year, she reports, only two teachers have left.
Because it provides the most intensive trainment, Menster thinks the district has made a pruing, and because it is essentially an extension of
dent investment.
In Iowa, the financial challenge is one of teacher preparation, the teacher residency is the
sustainability. The Grant Wood AEA program most costly form of “induction.” Over half of
costs $6,000 to $7,000 per new teacher. Of that the Boston Residency’s $5 million annual budamount, the state contributes $1,300 (from the get comes from federal grant programs, includexisting state program that supports mentors); ing from the U.S. Department of Education and
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Americorps. Remaining funds come from Boston says, “at least there will be more teachers with better skills.”
Public Schools and private sources.81
The growing number of beginning teachers in
Being more selective in teacher hiring may
seem a luxury that many strapped districts can ill the nation’s public school classrooms is a critical
afford. But in other cases, budgets are easing, and challenge that policymakers and educational leaddistricts are using the occasion to make reforms. ers have largely failed to recognize. In the short
In Los Angeles, where layoffs and hiring freezes term, the failure of many school districts to attend
had been the case since 2007, a tax increase and sufficiently to the unique needs of these teachers
an improved economy means that the district is undermines much of the hard work that educators
and school reformers have
hiring 1,333 new teachers this
done to bolster the teachyear (up from 718 last year),
A 2007 analysis of
ing profession. If left unadand all will be subject to a
the
Santa
Cruz,
Calif.
dressed, the problem could
tough new application pro82
school district found seriously weaken schools’
cess.
Coon suggests that even
that after five years, ability to meet the nation’s
elevated expectations for stufinancially struggling districts
the $13,000 price
dents, including the demands
can be choosier by reordering
of
a
comprehensive,
of the new Common Core
priorities. “At Achievement
two-year induction
State Standards.
First, which hires about 200
But if the condition of
teachers a year, it’s just how
program brought
beginning teachers is a largewe choose to spend the mon$21,500 in benefits.
ly neglected human capital
ey—finding and developing
challenge, it is also an opporgreat people,” Coon says. “We
have many more school leaders than other [char- tunity. The most promising strategies to address
ter management organizations and districts.] We the problem—particularly comprehensive inducmake a big investment in recruiting.” Principals tion—hold out the prospect of building a far
at Achievement First schools don’t act as recruit- more effective foundation for public school teachers, she says; they get good candidates who have ing than exists today, one with the potential to
already been vetted. “We do a lot of cultivating a substantially increase student achievement. These
long time in advance,” Coon says. The organiza- strategies may cost money, and they may require
tion sends people across the country to do train- shifts in policy and practice, but they address an
ing for TFA, for example. So that even if those issue that, it is increasingly clear, educators can no
trainees don’t end up at Achievement First, Coon longer afford to ignore. 
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Beyond Sink or Swim:
A Mentor’s Work with New Teachers
CLASSES ARE OUT for the day at Anamosa
Korth is among a very small percentage of
High School in rural Anamosa, Iowa, a working U.S. teachers who enjoy the counsel of profesclass town on the outskirts of Cedar Rapids that sionally trained mentors freed from their own
is dominated by the massive Anamosa State Peni- classroom duties to help new teachers weather the
tentiary. Mentor Lindsay Hobson has pulled up storms of their first year. Under the program at
a student desk alongside first-year teacher Emily the Grant Wood Area Educational Agency, a conKorth to talk about the joys and frustrations— sortium of districts in and around Cedar Rapids,
mostly the frustrations—of teaching 10th-grade mentors each take charge of about 15 teachers,
geometry. Although Korth gamely wears a super- observing classes and meeting with the teachers
hero cape to get into the spirit of homecoming weekly to make observations, address pressing
weekend, she is clearly feeling poorly, suffering questions, and offer practical advice. As counselfrom a mid-fall virus. But her immediate problem or-colleagues—carefully selected for the threeis that nearly two thirds of her class are boys, sev- year position on the basis of interviews, written
eral of whom are big trouble.
reflections, and their own classroom ability—the
Typical of new teachers, Korth is straddling mentors work entirely apart from school printwo classic phases of the beginner’s first year— cipals and others in administrative or evaluative
survival and disillusionment.
roles. Hobson is a nine-year
Teachers in their first few weeks
veteran who has taught midAs counselorof school are bombarded with
dle school language arts and
colleagues
the
unwelcome surprises, says Elsocial studies. “We are fellow
len Moir, the founder and mentors work entirely teachers,” says Hobson. “Our
CEO of New Teacher Center
job is to help not to judge.”
apart from school
(NTC), a professional develThe mentors follow a proprincipals
and
others
opment non-profit. Working
tocol laid out by NTC. They
in administrative or use a set of formative assessoften 70 hours a week, they
struggle simply to keep up.
ment tools—guides for comevaluative roles.
They have little time to reflect,
municating with the teacher
and are pressured daily to dethat show what’s working,
velop lessons they aren’t sure will even work. Ener- what isn’t, and where the teacher needs support.
gy and determination pull them through. Around One set of guiding questions helps the mentor and
mid-October, though, it becomes clear that little teacher talk about what the teacher knows about
is going as planned. The lessons are not, in fact, her students—their families, their interests, their
working; the students are acting out; and parent learning styles and how the teacher might take acconferences and principal evaluations loom. Dis- count of each. Another helps with analysis of stuillusionment sets in.
dent work—what is the content standard, what
If familiar patterns hold, teachers will rejuve- does meeting the standard look like, and what
nate over the winter holidays. Meanwhile, it is the percentage of the students are at or exceeding the
mentor’s job to make sure they get there.
standard? The two then choose a work sample or
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two for further analysis: What are the possible She is being hard on herself, but, as the system
misconceptions? How will the teacher differenti- encourages, she is candidly reflecting on her pracate instruction to move students ahead? What are tice, even if she is not easily verbalizing it. She
the next steps? The tools serve as a framework for asks Hobson if she would come back and co-teach
discussion as well as a means of ensuring account- a review lesson. Hobson happily agrees, and says
ability.
she will also observe a class, filling out a seating
On this particular day, Korth is seeking Hob- chart to note who is on task and who isn’t and at
son’s advice on how to conduct a test review that what part of the lesson.
would run a lot more smoothly than one she had
Later in the day, down the road at Anamorecently done. She had broken the students into sa Middle School, Hobson drops in on special
teams to work on their own, and the result was education teacher Laura Blythe, a beginner who
something approaching chaos. In a separate mat- teaches grades 5, 6, and 8. Blythe demonstrates a
ter, as part of a schoolwide exercise designed for sharp intelligence, and she is naturally reflective—
students to show appreciation for each other, she a character trait that Hobson says serves her well
had asked the students to write “affirmations” of as a developing teacher. “Tell me what is making
their classmates—verbal pats on the back record- you crazy,” Hobson asks.
ed on 3 x 5 cards. A couple were insulting and one
Today it’s a behavior problem, one persiswas unprintable. “That’s disappointing,” Hobson tently disruptive boy who has taken to performtells Korth, with understated calm. “This is more ing somersaults in class. Fresh out of ideas, Blythe
serious than what you’ve dealt with in the past. I had moved the group out in the hall, leaving the
think you did the right thing by contacting the student in the classroom, only to have the stuadministration.”
dent follow them out to the hall. “It’s time for
Korth and Hobson discuss ways of addressing some major changes,” Blythe says. After offering
the problem. On the classroom wall is a contract some advice on classroom management, Hobson
laying out expectations for learning and behavior follows up on a previous discussion about teachthat the students have written themselves. “Re- ing numerical place value, suggesting a particuspect” is a key provision. Hobson advises her to lar website could help. “It’s one of the best math
review the contract with the class.
“Bring it back to what they want
PHASES OF FIRST-YEAR TEACHERS’
the culture to be,” Hobson says.
ATTITUDE TOWARD TEACHING
She talks to Korth about her goals
for the near term. Hobson suggests that Korth pare them down
ANTICIPATION
ANTICIPATION
to a manageable three. “Where
would you rate your practice right
REFLECTION
now?” The ratings go from 1 to 5
and correspond with “emerging,”
SURVIVAL
“exploring,” “applying” and so
REJUVENATION
on. Korth gives herself a couple
of threes and a 2.5. “I don’t know
if I’m doing enough re-teaching,”
DISILLUSIONMENT
she says. On “checking for underAUG SEP OCT NOV DEC JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL
standing,” she gives herself a 2.
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resources I’ve seen,” Hobson says. “And if it isn’t
enough, I’ll keep looking for you.” Blythe pledges
to try it the next day, and Hobson writes it down
under “next steps” so she remembers to follow up.
A discussion of goals—what they are and how
to meet them—follows, and again Hobson narrows them to an achievable three. (More will be
added as the weeks go on.) Blythe tells her mentor
she wants to do better at checking for understanding. “Sometimes I just feel like I’m doing the same
thing over and over again. I sometimes haven’t
figured out the misunderstanding.” She says she
also wants to be more proactive in dealing with
parents. “So what’s going well?” Hobson asks, in a
query that mentors make in every session. Blythe
beams. “My eighth grader is awesome,” she says.
“Yeah,” Hobson agrees. “You guys have really
been making a connection.”
The dynamic of these exchanges is significant.
The mentor sits next to the teacher, not across
from her, with her laptop open for the teacher to see.
“Here’s what I’ve learned so far about you,” Hobson
tells Blythe, showing what she has recorded on her
screen. It would be like a doctor sharing her chart
with a patient—if that ever happened. The meeting is not so much a lesson as it is a collaboration
or a conversation, with Hobson taking care to use
the pronoun “we.” Hobson is a patient and attentive
listener, skilled at drawing the teacher out by ask-

ing her questions. There is no lecturing or preaching.
The atmosphere is one of a safe space, as at a therapist’s office, where teachers are free to share and ask
for as much help as they need without fear of being
judged.
Even Hobson’s writing during these discussions
is designed to promote trust. Rather than type on
her laptop, she takes handwritten notes and types
them up later. She says she wants the act of documenting and chronicling to be invisible, for the
mentoring sessions to be relaxed give-and-takes. “I
don’t want them to feel that I am judging them,”
she says. “[Writing by hand] doubles the time, so I
am not sure it is working smartly. But it’s working
better.”
Two months later, by late November, most of
Hobson’s mentees were over the hump. Korth had
had a particularly difficult start: what she thought
was a bad cold that day back in October turned out
to be mononucleosis, an illness that put her out of
the classroom for over a week. When she met with
Hobson upon her return, she admits, “I had kind
of a meltdown.” The problem, says Hobson, and
which Korth confirms, “was that she felt that she
was teaching in too traditional a way. She felt like
she was spoon-feeding material to her students in a
boring way, and the disruptive behavior was coming
from that. When she envisioned teaching she had
envisioned a kind of controlled chaos, but here she

THE PHASES OF A TEACHER’S FIRST YEAR
ANTICIPATION: As student teachers reach
the end of their assignments, they are both
excited and anxious about moving into their
first real teaching job. They tend to romanticize the role. Their idealism and commitment
carries them through the first few weeks in
charge of their own classroom.

has prepared them for the realities of the job.
They struggle to stay afloat, and they have no
time to reflect. Exhausted and overwhelmed,
they are nevertheless hopeful.

DISILLUSIONMENT: The crushing workload,
the daily disappointments, the failures large
and small — all combine to crush morale and
SURVIVAL: Teachers are learning a lot fast. create a sense of disenchantment. Teachers
They are assaulted with situations they had begin questioning their competence and comnot expected. No amount of preparation mitment. They are faced with difficult parent
SOURCE: Ellen Moir, New Teacher Center
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felt that she was just standing and lecturing. She “We have done some backward design, worked
admitted that she felt afraid to let go of control.”
on curriculum resources, done some work on
After that cathartic session, Korth and Hob- classroom management,” Hobson says. The two are
son refocused their energies on improving just one also going to work on making sure that Blythe is
class—two sections of pre-algebra. “The goal was adding maximum value when she co-teaches with
just to get the students excited about math,” says colleagues.
Hobson. “It’s student-led learning, and it is going
Hobson started out the year spending an hour
fantastically. We are starting small.” As to the dis- with each mentee for each session, but by Novemcipline problem, Korth called
ber, she says, she was devoting
parents and met with the prin80 to 180 minutes to every sesThe atmosphere is
cipal, who moved a few troublesion. “I’m in the classes a lot
one
of
a
safe
space,
some students to another class.
more and staying longer,” she
as
at
a
therapist’s
She has also adopted an on-line
says. “I still have some [teachers]
classroom monitoring system
that I am working on—on how
office, where
and is keeping an interactive
to reach them without hurting
teachers
are
free
to
journal for Hobson. By Nothe relationship. [The relationshare
and
ask
for
as
vember, she said she felt confiship] is very fragile.”
dent with both the content of
Not all teachers were remuch help as they
the class and her relationships
need without fear of sponding as well as Korth and
with students. “She is persisBlythe. Hobson reports in Nobeing
judged.
tent,” says Hobson. “She really
vember that of her 15 mentees,
wants to figure it out.”
“I’ve had five or six criers, and
Meanwhile, Blythe has apparently defied they are all in survival mode.” One, she says, may be
the new teacher odds and managed to skip the ready to quit. But all, she says, have been comforted
disillusionment phase altogether. “She has not by the knowledge that they have help, and that they
dipped at all,” says Hobson. “She has things under are not alone. She has shown several of them the
control. I probably spend the least amount of time diagram of new teacher phases and says, “You can
with her.” As a special education teacher Blythe almost see the weight lifting off of them. They say ‘I
deals with many factors that are out of her control. thought it was only me.’ ” 

conferences and their first principal evaluation. Many of them get sick. Getting through
this phase is the toughest challenge of the year.
REJUVENATION: Refreshed by the winter
break, teachers slowly perk up. The vacation
has given them time to organize materials and
plan curriculum. They now understand the system and have come to accept the realities of
the job. They have gained new coping strategies for preventing or solving future problems.

Toward the end of this phase, they start to
wonder how they will get everything done.
REFLECTION: Thinking back over the year,
teachers highlight their successes and failures. They plan changes in management,
curriculum, and teaching strategies. They
feel relieved that they have almost made it.
And they now have vision for the next year,
which begins a new phase of anticipation.
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